RelativityOne for Investigations with Slack
RelativityOne transforms error-prone and labor-intensive Slack investigations with a
lightweight workflow and heavy-hitting functionality to give you the entire story without delay.

Kick off your Slack investigation
with one click
Bring targeted Slack data into RelativityOne with a single
click without ever leaving the safety and security of the
cloud. Every collection comes with a definitive audit trail,
ensuring a defensible process every time.

Say goodbye to JSON files and hello to
reviewing in Slack’s native format
RelativityOne enables you to see your data exactly the
way it looked when it all went down, with all the nuances
of a native chat application—including emojis, reactions,
and deletions.
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Easily produce a timeline for your counsel
RelativityOne’s Case Dynamics helps you build and
track a case with the ability to mark key aspects of
conversations as “facts”. Export detailed timelines and
send it to your counsel.

Get to the conversations of interest – fast
Investigate employee behavior of interest including
potential IP loss, impending departures, and presence of
PHI in channels where it doesn’t belong. RelativityOne
search templates allow you to flag social security
numbers, dates of birth, and more. Create customized
searches to find information specific to your organization
such as account numbers, medical providers, or
health conditions.

Unlock the full picture in one platform
Uncover the employees behind PHI Slacks and how
frequent PHI shows up in conversations through
interactive RelativityOne dashboards. RelativityOne also
enables you to easily record notes on the facts, people,
and dates of relevant messages to build timelines and
reports all in one place. Plus, you can locate compressed
files, messages with hidden content, files that were printed
and more with the push of a button.

Power investigations, compliance, and
legal operations in a single tool
RelativityOne can be your one stop shop for day-today compliance monitoring, internal investigations, and
preparing for potential litigation. Use Relativity Trace to
proactively monitor Slack and other correspondence and
provide alerts based on customized triggers. Automatically
redact sensitive information and produce documents in
response to subpoenas, compliance audits, or pending
litigation using RelativityOne production tools.
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Want to learn more about Slack for
internal investigations?

Get in touch with sales@relativity.com. We’ll happily
answer your questions and give you a demo.

